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Wood, as one of the oldest architectural material, has been widely used in 
buildings all over the world since architecture was born. In modern times, restricted 
by its innate limitations, it gradually can’t meet the requirements of architectural 
functions. With the development of new materials, wood is being neglected. However, 
as time goes by, with the progress of wood processing technology, deterioration of 
ecological environment and the development of acology, wood goes back to its 
rightful place. There are plenty of achievements in modern wooden architecture, 
which is advancing with each passing day. 
This thesis, focused on ecology of modern wooden buildings, which is the most 
impressive side to the author, makes full range reviews on modern wooden buildings 
from the perspective of acology. It expounds in the light of logic of constructional 
sense, from four aspects of modern wood buildings, which are materials, techniques, 
design methods and artistic expression, all of which is the structure and content of the 
thesis and corresponds with the integral system of nature——economy——society in 
ecological economics. It concludes that modern wooden buildings are more ecological 
compared to other types of buildings, based on the theory of acology. It finally 
analyzes the status quo of the development of modern wooden buildings in China, 
makes feasibility analysis on the basis of national conditions, points that we should 
give weight to and develop modern wooden buildings, inherit and carry forward the 
glorious history of Chinese traditional wooden buildings. 
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